
Dr.B.S.Rao and Dr.Jhansi Lakshmi Bai are by profession top notch medical doctors. However, sensing 

Indian educationalists system needs a reliable mentor to help students accomplish their lofty dreams; 

these professionals set aside their lucrative jobs and founded Sri Chaitanya educational Institutions. 

Their sacrifice, sweat and toil eventually bore fruit. Today, Sri Chaitanya stands as the force behind 

creating countless world class doctors, engineers, IAS officers, chartered accountants and others. 

In recognition of Dr.B.S.Rao’s unmatched educational services, ‘Education World India School Rankings 

2015’ has honored him with “Life time Achievement in Educational Leadership Award”. Similarly, co-

founder of Sri Chaitanya,respected spouse of Dr.B.S.Rao, Dr.Jhansi Lakshmi Bai was also bestowed the 

prestigious “ALEAP-Best Mr.E.S.L.Narashimhan,Honourable Governor of Andhra Pradesh & Telengana on 

“International women’s Day” celebrations. Another prestigious award “VCCIRCLE WINNER, education 

Company of the year” was presented to Sri Chaitanya Educational Institutions (Varsity) for its 

outstanding contribution. It is to recognize and honour their interests in the field of education, making 

the academic careers of young generation go beyond expectations to be the strongest and to stand the 

test of time. 

A stalwart in Indian education era for the stellar results in IIT,NEET and Olympiads, Sri Chaitanya once 

again achieved a milestone and bags a prestigious award “ASIA’S GREATEST BRAND- 2017”.Academic 

Director Ms.Sushma received this international accolade on behalf of Founder & Chairman Dr.B.S.Rao on 

19th Singapore. 

This program is organized by Asia One Magazine and the award selection procedure supervised by Price 

water house Coopers PL....Love begins by taking care of the closest ones 

.The specialties of all the campuses of Sri Chaitanya Techno School Curriculum are: 

*Sophisticated learning set up 

*Experienced & expert faculty 

*Dedicated housekeepers 

*In-house water purification plant 

*Regular counseling by professionals. 

Teacher training workshops 

Teachers at Sri Chaitanya are specially trained in value education, to be chiId-friendly and trained to 

teach with compassion. They recognize the need for complete development of their students. Teacher-

student bonding forms an integral part of our school culture. Sri Chaitanya Schools provide intensive 

training programmes to the teachers and other staff members for a period of 3-6 weeks every year. 

These programmes enhance the quality of teaching. A team of experts update the teachers with latest 

trends in teaching methodology including: Academic experts, Subject experts, Psychology experts, 

General Counseling, Language skills trainers, Communication skills trainers. 



Highlights : 

* Micro level planning modules for teaching a particular topic in a simple manner. 

*Audio visual flash presentation through ICT modules. 

*Special handwriting sessions to improvise the writing skills. 

The main focus and training is provided on the basis of stress free education for children through an 

electric model specially designed to nurture young minds through a thorough analysis of Learninng 

Styles.This is the biggest advantage provided by Sri Chaitanya. No other school has this programme, 

which enables teachers to become efficient and well equipped with the latest information, methodology 

and technology. 

SMART LIVING PROGRAMME 

1. The S.M.A.R.T. Living Programme is a step towards our goal of imparting personality development and 

value education to our student community and the society as a whole. 

2. “Today’s children are tomorrow’s citizens”. Moulding our children today, igniting them with personal 

values like self discipline, moral values and health awareness, responsibility towards society, are the 

ways and means for all round development of students. 

3. “S.M.A.R.T. Living Programme” aims to prepare our future generations to cope with the challenges 

and changing realities of today and tomorrow. 

4. “Values cannot be forced but be imparted through educations”. This programme aims to combine 

knowledge, discipline and values which can help create a responsible, disciplined knowledgeable and 

moral society. 

5. S.M.A.R.T. living programme is a blueprint which enables our school to create a structure for Value 

education and Personality Development combined with Knowledge and wisdom. 

“Music gives wings to the mind flight to the imagination…” 

Those activities go simultaneously with the academics. Mere bookish knowledge never expands a child’s 

mind. 

There got to be many other involvements that would keep a child busy throughout the day. It enables 

them to use their minds in diverse activities, infuses team spirit, develops leadership qualities, and 

acquaints them with the culture of multitasking and many more. This leads to an overall growth among 

the children, making them all rounder. 

Children of Sri Chaitanya Techno School are trained in these many disciplines: 

*Digital Learning *Indoor games *Indoor games *Karate & Yoga. 



UNIFORMS 

*Uniforms are made available in the school campus. 

Classes: I-III 

BOYS: Half sleeved red checked shirt/ Navy blue trouser 

GIRLS- White and red colored pinafore 

Classes: IV- VIII 

BOYS: Half sleeved white shirt/Navy blue trouser/pants 

GIRLS: Half sleeved white shirt/ Navy blue skirt 

 

black/white ribbon for girls. 

 

 

- Shirts are provided. 

-shirt will be provided in the school according to the Houses. 

School Timings: 

Monday to Saturday 

8:00am to 02:20 pm : Primary (I - V). 

8:00am to 4:20pm : Mid School (VI - VIII). 

*Saturday is a holiday for Classes I and II. And a half day for other grades. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

Adjudged Best School in South India 2019-20 at Zamit Awards 

Won the world record for maximum number of students  participating at various venues simultaneously 

for Mass Drill and Yogasanas. 

 


